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INTRODUCTION :
When we look at the modern-day public utility buildings, be they are Airports, Railway stations,

Office complexes, Malls and Cinema Halls etc, we would have observed the elegant ambience

and aesthetic looks due to their glossy, mirror image floorings. These floorings are beautifully

paved  with  Granites,  Marbles  and  Ceramic  etc.,  stones  in  polished  surface  finish.  When

surfaces  become wet  and  dirt  was  brought  in  from shoes,  these  elegant  surfaces tend  to

become more slippery [1].  If someone slips and gets injured on these surfaces who is going to

take the responsibility  of  the accident  and compensation,  the Architect,  Builder,  Contractor,

Owner or the Government? It’s high time in India to bring standardization and regulations in this

segment.

To avoid people, especially children and elders, falling and getting injured due to high slippery

nature of polished surfaces, to standardize the safety methods in flooring industry, all the public

utility buildings ought to have a Non-slippery surface finish.
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Pic-1: Public places with high volume traffic.

Conventional methods of Anti-Slip: 
State of the art anti-slippery surface finish methods are 1.) Honed 2.) Flamed 3.) Sandblasted

4.) Chemical treated (Hydrogen-fluoride) etc. Even though these methods are cost effective,

they are neither elagant nor long-lasting, sustainable practices. Let us look at these alternatives.

1. Honed Surface :  One of  the oldest  ways for  anti-slippery surface finish is honing.

Honing  is  a  process  whereby  the  shining  on  the  surface  of  a  polished  stone  be

mechanically removed. This makes the surface look unpolished, bit uneven and with no

reelections of smooth finish. It is cheap comparing with other surface finishes but post-

installation cleaning of this surface finish would be expensive, surface would be uneven

in appearance and lacks glossy nature &  elagance. This surface tend to get slippery

when gets smoothened over a period of time.
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Pic 2-Honig Surface

2. Flamed Surface :  This surface finish can be attained either manually or mechanically

by  running an oxygen-propane flaming machine that  produces  intense flame on the

surface of the stone. The intense flame burns the surface and makes it rough. Due to

high degree of slip resistance this surface finished stones are mostly used in exteriors

applications like pavements, pathways etc. This finish can normally be used  on certain

Granites and hard lime stones only. 

Flaming  surfaces  are  very  anti-slippery,  but  costlier  than  honing  finishes.  Cleaning

these surafaces will be very tough, also lacks glossy nature and  elegance. It‘s an optical

disaster for interiors. 

Pic3- Flaming Surface

3. Flamed  and  Brushed  Surface: The  natural  stone  surface  is  either  manually  or

mechanically flamed, as explained above and will further be brushed by metal and fiber

brushes according to the end usage. Due to these brushings the surface will  lose its

coarseness. The resulting surface will look rough and anti-slippery, but will have a faded
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color and looks dull in appearance. Like flaming surfaces this too  lacks glossy nature

and elegance.  

Pic-4 : Flamed and Brushed

4. Sandblasted Surface : Sandblasting is a mechanical process of applying high pressure

propelling of fine grained sand on the surface of the natural stone. Due to sand blasting

process stone surface appears slightly  scratched but  appear  even and smooth.  The

natural color of the stone reduces to a greater extent and appears dull.  Sandblasted

surfaces too are very  anti-slippery. Like in the case of Flammed surfaces,  cleaning

sandblasted surfaces will  be very difficult  and expensive. This finish too lacks glossy

nature and  elegance. The vusual brilliance for the  aesthetic interiors is again a missing

parameter here.

Pic-5 : Sand Blasted

5. Chemical treated Surface (Hydrogen-Fluoride) : Comparing with other conventional

methods chemical treatment could be less expensive and can more or less retain the

glossiness of the surface.. 
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Usage of high toxic chemicals (HF) is environmentally unfriendly. The Risk of unwanted

colorisation (rusty stones), only small micropores on surface  due to chemical etching

are few of the disadvanatges in this method. This treatment will make the surafce lose its

anti-slippery effect faster caused by dirt and cleaning chemical. Dirt removing could be a 

     a herculean task. 

Pic-6 : Chemically treated surface

LaserGrip® : 

The  positives  in  LaserGrip® surface  finish  are,  the  elegance  of  the  stone  is  not

destroyed, 80% of the glossiness will be retained,  long holding of the slippery effect and

since it is chemical free both in processing and maintence, its absolutely environmental

friendly. Added to these benefits it‘s maintenance is relatively easy. Hence it is  aptly

suitable for all commercial places. Only flipside could be the added cost. According to a

project report by University of Reutlingen the escalated costs can be recovered in due

course from the savings in maintenance. Due to these positive factors it‘s widely in use

in Europe in commercial places.  
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Pic 7: LaserGrip®.      Surface (from microscope)

LaserGrip®.   Technology  

How it works : 
A German LaserGrip® team from Magna Naturstein GmbH addressed the twin objectives of

retaining  glossiness  and  still  having  the  anti-slippery effect  through  this  LaserGrip®

technology [8]. They developed a diode laser technology surface treatment process that retains

the glossiness and intensity of the color of the stone surface on Gloss Meter to 80% and can still

have the best anti-slippery effect.  

Magna’s LaserGrip® machined pads are externally monitored by scanners and a unique optical

configuration.   With each pulsed Laser beam, micro-craters are carved on the surface. The

novel  Diode lasers used by Magna Lasergrip team can carve 10,000 to 15,000 micr-craters /

sec with an average diameter of about 200 microns and depth of 30 micros each. About 400 to

1,275 indentations can be carved per sq.cm with varied degree of dimentions, distance  and

non-slippery effect. These indentations that are in varied dimentions and seperated by 0.3 mm

to 0.5 mm each can increase the slip resitsance by acting as suction pads between the shoe

sole and stone surface. For a naked eye the resultant surface appears uniform in color,  as

glossy as a polished surface even though it loses 20% of its glosiness in laser treatment while

attaining the other objective of anti-slippery surface finish..
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Pic -8 Pictorial Display of Indentations

The  diode  LaserGrip®  technology  guarantees  chemical  free process  with  slip  resistance

ramp-test  certification  R-9 is  the  only  surface  treatment  adhering  to  the  twin  objectives  of

retaining glossy  finish  and keeping the  anti-slippery  nature.  This  technology with  standard

procedures and certifications can be applied on natural stones, porcelain tiles and engineered

stones with polished and honed surfaces. 

After  the  pilot  testing  in  1997  this  technology  was  commissioned  commercially  by  Magna

Naturstein GmbH factory, near Magdeburg, GERMANY from 1999 onwards. .

To bring standardization and safety practices of non-slippery properties of such floors, many

governments  across  globe  are  contemplating  special  regulations.  In  Europe  and  US these

regulations  are helping all  stake holders,  like  common man,  industry,  insurance companies

equally.  The data  by insurance  companies  in  Germany shows that  there is  a  considerable

decline in number of  accidents and claims after the introduction of  standardized and safety

practices.

Certifications in LaserGrip®:
A research House, “Oxford Economics “ report on Global Economics, that was reported in TOI

dated 07.12.2018, says that out of top 20 fastest growing cities in the world by 2035, 17  are

Indian cities. This exponential urbanization of Indian cities giving more credence to this topic of

“standardized FLOOR safety regulations in commercial places.   

There are many standard tests for floor testing are available internationally [2]. Many countries

are adopting their own standardization norms [3][4].  We can see the research done by National

Bureau  of  Standards,  USA,  way  back  in  1976  itself  in  a  research  publication  by  Robert  J.

Brungraber [5]. Let us observe some of the standards available in Germany.
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DIN: In Germany slip  resistance is evaluated in

accordance with 

a. DIN 51097 -.  Is a German slip-resistance

test on barefoot conditions in walking areas

with  moderate  wetness  They  test  the

surface with  soapy water  as  contaminant

by varying the parameters and conditions

of the nature of the stone, the surface finish and the degree of wetness, 

b. DIN  51130 -  Is  a  German  slip-resistance  test  to  determine  the  slip-resistance

characteristics at working areas and spaces with an elevated slip risk.  They test the

surface with oil as contaminant by varying the parameters and conditions of the nature

of the stone, the surface finish and viscosity of the oils 

R Rating: 
The majority of floor tiles these days are given an anti-slippery rating. This rating comes in the

form of an 'R' value. The 'R' stands for 'ramp test'. This 'R' value ranges from R9, which has a

small degree of slip resistance on dry and aft cleaned surfaces to right up to R13, which is the

highest slip resistance on highly wet surfaces [6].

 For an inclined surface with less than10° angle R9 rating will be given. (Low friction)

 For an inclined surface with 10° to 19° angle R10 rating will be given. 

 For an inclined surface with 19° to 27° angle R11 rating will be given. 

 For an inclined surface with 27° to 35° angle R12 rating will be given (high Friction)

BGR 181 : The slip-resistance properties of floor coverings are tested during type examination

in  accordance with  BG  Rule  BGR  181  by  walking  on  a  ramp.  In this  method,  which  is

standardized in DIN 51130, a test person walks forwards and backwards with an upright posture

on the floor covering to be tested. Engine oil is applied to the floor covering. The test person

wears  safety  footwear  with  a defined  outsole.  The  inclination  of  the  floor  covering  is  then

increased  from  the  horizontal  up  to  the angle  at  which  the  test  person  begins  to  lose

their footing and to slip to the extent that they are no longer willing to continue walking. The

angle of inclination of the ramp attained at this point is used as a measure of the slip resistance.
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Cleanability: 'Anti-slippery' with LaserGrip® means highest cleaning ability with required

slip resistance and with more than 80% of the polished surface retention. 

A German government research (The German Federal Environmental Foundation) project

with the University of Reutlingen, which tests the cleanability of non-slip surfaces, shows the

best values  for  LaserGrip®. The test was conducted in 3 different field trials spanned over 2

years 2 months from Dec 2012 to Jan 2015, where they developed methods of tests, optimised

the processes & process  of  testing,  developed  stamp tests,  optimsed the  stamp tests  and

developed quality assurances for  LaserGrip® surface tiles. They concluded that by using the

optimally  lasered  tile  surfaces,   a  minimum 20%  reduction  in  the  maintenance  costs  was

achieved in the field trial. Thus, by reduction of chemical cleaning agents positive impact on

environmental friendliness can be achieved. 

The economic efficiency is also ensured by the fact that no expensive special cleaning agents

are needed,  but  only  selected standard products from the building  cleaning  technology are

enough.

The escalated costs can be recovered in 2 years and project can save in maintenence costs,

added to other benefits 

Case Study on Cost  of  maintenance: LaserGrip® surface technology  is  not  only

ENVIRONMENTAL friendly, resource efficient and  also very Economical.

 Sample costing : Porcelain flooring for 10 years in Euros    (cleaning manually by pre-  

soaked micro-fiber covers) 

 Sample Building :  Porcelain Unpolished  : E 162,075 

 Sample Building : Porcelain  : E 144,985 

           (Polished & light Sand blasted)

 Sample Building : Porcelain - LaserGrip®  : E 113,013

With  other  surface  finishes  from  the  evaluation  group  'R9',  no  reduction  in  costs  can  be

observed. The basic cleaning frequency generally depends on the subjective perception of dirt

and the dirt holding capacity. LaserGrip® is therefore not only the ecological, but also the most

economical solution for a visually brilliant floor covering made of natural stone or fine-grade

products. 
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Where: 
Magna group,  in the last 2 decades, did many public projects with  LaserGrip® surfaces. The

airport projects in Hamburg (10,000 m2), Munich (25,000 m2), Frankfort ( 10,000 m2 in honed

surface) , Dusseldorf (15,000 m2) and in Budapest ( under its old name SafeStep 15,000 m2)

are a few to name.

PIC 9 : Airport Dusseldorf

Ecology :

 The risk of discoloration when exposed to chemicals depends on the mineral content of

the  stone.  The  Magna  team  has  set  itself  the  goal  of  using  no  chemicals.  The

LaserGrip® technology  is  consistently  free  of  chemicals.  The  high  laser  power  is

sufficient to achieve the desired result. Chemical after-treatment is no longer necessary.

Conclusion :
The Anti-Slippery standard procedues and laws in India are not so eveolved yet. If we look at the recent 

„“Model Building By Laws -2016“ by Ministry of Urban development, Govt. Of India, tells us that we are 

yet to make our baby steps in this important issue [7].  When we consider all the parameters like, 

“Retaining Glossy finish without compromising on anti-slippery surface“, “Safe walk on 

these suraces“ and “ Bring-in standardisation in case of any mishap happens“, it can be 

concluded that LaserGrip® [8] technology is the need of the hour for India.. 
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